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Mark Moore Gallery is pleased to present new work by young artist Kiel Johnson in the
project room. Hyperbole Studios, the encompassing name Johnson gives to his
creative projects, gives some insight into the intention of his work. He is largely
concerned with the dynamic between the factual and the fictitious. Exploring the
middle ground between the two, he creates caricatures of reality, cartoon like systems
that function yet seem as though they should not, and vice versa. Johnson plays with
our expectations of logical mechanisms in order to prompt the viewer to ask questions,
although, as he says, ‘not deep, analytical questions, but strange, funny questions’.
The relationship between Johnson and the crowded and impacted Port of Long Beach
(where his studio is based) has influenced his 2D and 3D work as he addresses the
nature of commerce and the individual. His interest in the dynamic between the
alienation of the individual and the overabundance of things in the world, fuels his
curiosity about how things work and the physical mapping out and making of things
(both real and imaginary).
Johnson creates playful, whimsical art with an edge. His personified works appeal to
the viewer with their sense of fun but, like the hidden mechanics that make them work,
reality is just below the surface.
Kiel Johnson received his BFA from the University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS before
completing his MFA at California State University, Long Beach, CA. His work has been
exhibited widely across the United States, including at MOCA Geffen Contemporary.
This year he was awarded the Pollock-Krazner Grant. This show will be his first solo
exhibition at the Mark Moore Gallery. Kiel Johnson lives and works in Long Beach, CA.
For more information regarding this artist or the opening event, please contact the
gallery at 310.453.3031, info@markmooregallery.com or www.markmooregallery.com

